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ACROSS
1. Popular pre–industrial transportation option
6. Female knights
11. "Who'd've thought!"
14. Concerning
15. Singer Piaf
16. Caesar's breakfast, maybe
17. Where law enforcement officers go for a relaxing afternoon in the sun?
19. Add sound
20. Retain
21. Part of a list
22. ___ fruit, aka Jamaican tangelo
23. Lion's name
25. Outswallowing the whole sty?
28. Italian port city whose name is associated with that of a certain spider
32. Go around and around and around
33. Do not exist
34. Playwright Fugard
37. Rowing need
40. Sandwich feature?
43. Buddy
44. Non-lethal weapon, in theory
45. Ballerina-painting Impressionist
46. Building additions
48. Notoriously high mountain
50. Indulges in legumes?
54. Go astray
55. Painting, dance, etc.
56. Old school
58. Old South American empire
62. Wee, in Scots
63. Actuality for many "ocean view" apartments?
66. Small child
67. Welsh dog
68. Passion
69. Palindromic conjunction
70. Atlas detail

DOWN
1. Use an axe on
2. Reed instrument
3. Tool for cowboys and sailors
4. Displace
5. Summer on the Seine
6. Amount owed
7. "Take ____ breath"
8. Florida metropolis
9. And so on, briefly
10. "Quiet!"
11. Mishmash
12. It helps keep food out of your nose
13. Customary behavior
18. Threat to social order
22. Flying saucer (when no dishes are being thrown)
24. Give a right (to)
26. Seize, slangily
27. Less permeable
28. Make more compact
29. Vicinity
30. Alienable acreage
31. Feedbag contents
35. Definite article
36. In this place
38. "Too bad!"
39. Respite
41. Space org.
42. Behind in Biarritz
47. Sets of ozs.
49. ___ vidi, vici
50. Speed
51. Knight wear
52. Comes close
53. Theatrical platform
57. Leave out
59. Dozes
60. Corporate money managers, briefly
61. Spherical hairdo
63. Bio or chem
64. Long, long time
65. Fall behind